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RESOLUTION
LAGOS, J.:
For the Court's consideration

is accused Richard Rafal Enojo's Motion

for Reconsideration' dated October 31, 2019, with respect to the Court's
October 18, 2019 Decision', finding him guilty beyond reasonable doubt of
violation

of Section

3(a) of R.A. No. 30193 (known

as the Anti-Graft
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Records, Vol. 2, pp. 274 and 309. It appears that the same motion was filed twice in a row.

2

ld., p. 226
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Section 3(a) of R.A. No. 3019 reads, as follows:

SECTION 3. Corrupt Practices of public Officers. -In

omissions of public officers already penalized by existing law, the following

shall constitute

corrupt

addition

to acts or

practices of any public officer and

are hereby declared to be unlawful:
(a)

Persuading,

inducing

rules and regulations
official
violation

or influencing

duties of the latter,
or offense.

another

duly promulgated
or allowing

public officer

by competent

to perform

authority

himself to be persuaded,

an act constituting

or an offense

and

a violation

in connection

induced, of influenced

of

with the

to commit

such
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Corrupt Practices Act}, as amended, and sentenced him to an indeterminate
penalty of six (6) years and one (1) month imprisonment, as minimum, up to
eight (8) years, maximum, with perpetual disqualification from public office.
The accused has in fact filed the said motion for reconsideration twice.
The first one was received by the Court on November 14, 2019.4 It bears a
handwritten note on its face that it was "mailed on Nov. 04, 2019," followed
with an initial or signature. Notably, the November 14, 2019 'notice of
hearing' indicated therein was crossed out and the date changed to
"November 22". The second filing" was received later on November 23, 2019
and it bears a handwritten note on its face indicating "ORIGINAL COpY", and
its November 14,2019 notice of hearing was unchanged. As to the November
14 setting, the case was calendared on the said date, but the same was
cancelled and reset by the Court sua sponte to November 22, 2019 due to
lack of quorum." During the hearing held on November 22nd, the Court
considered the motion, as follows: "At the hearing, there was no appearance
for movant/accused Enojo. Prosecutor Josefino Melgar, therefore, moved
that this Motion [for reconsideration] be out rightly denied for accused's nonappearance. However, since this was previously set but there was no quorum
in the original setting, the motion of the prosecution is denied and it is given
ten (10) days from today to file its comment and opposition to the same.
After which the same shall be considered submitted for resolution."?
The prosecution filed its OPPOSITION(Re: Motion for Reconsideration
dated 31 October 2019)8 on November 25, 2019. In perspective, the
prosecution manifested right at the start of its opposition that: "(1) On 19November 2019, the prosecution received by mail accused Richard R. Enojo's
Motion for Reconsideration dated 31 October 2019[;] (2) The prosecution
was surprised that the motion was set for hearing on 14 November 2019 at
2:00 p.m. when the prosecution has not yet received a copy of his pleading[;]
(3) The prosecution learned about the hearing when it received a Constancio"
from the Honorable Court resetting the hearing to 22 November 2019 for
lack of quorum[;] (4) Verily, it is the duty of the accused, or any litigant for
that matter, to ensure that the opposing party receives his motion at least
three (3) days before the scheduled hearing[;] [and] (5) This, accused failed
to do. This does not sit well with his record of filing late pleadings in this

4

Records, Vol. 2, p. 274

5

ld., p. 309

See Constancia, dated November 14, 2019 at Records, Vol. 2, p. 303. It reads, "For lack of quorum and
due to the difficulty of securing the attendance of a second and third member of this Court for today's

6

hearing on accused Enojo's Motion for Reconsideration, the same is CANCELLED and RESETto November
(Emphasis in the originaL)
7 Vol 2, Order dated November
22, 2019, p. 308
8 ld., Opposition,
p. 340
9 See Note 6

22.2019 at 8:30 in the morning."
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case,"lO The prosecution in its footnote then makes reference to the
following:
"Motion
for Reconsideration
dated 07 August 2018,
Memorandum of Exhibits and Formal Offer of Evidence dated 05, 2019, and
Memorandum on the Merits dated 20 July 2019 all filed by the accused."!'
In his Motion/ the accused seeks reconsideration
Decision based on the following:

of the Court's

11.GROUNDS RELIEDUPON BYTHE MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
1. With Utmost Due Respects, The Information Filed and Evidence
Presented Contradict The Source Of Its Being - The Resolution Of The
Office of the Ombudsman.
2. The Contradicting Testimonies Of The Prosecution Witnesses Produce
Reasonable Doubt On Accused's Guilt.
3. Proof Of Guilt Must Be Drawn From A Clear And Convincing Evidence
And Should Not Rest On Speculation Or Presumption.
4. The Categorical Declaration Of The Supposed Victim Of An Alleged
Crime That No Crime Was Committed Against Him Is Enough To Bring
About Accused's Acquittal.
5. The Elements Of Inducement, Persuasion And Influencing Which Are
Essential Elements For Violation of Section 3 (a) R.A. 3019 Are Essential
Elements Are Clearly Wanting In The Present Case.12

The Court will discuss the above grounds enumerated by the accused
in the same order or sequence.
I.
As to the first ground, the accused claims that " ...the Office of
the Ombudsman in its Resolution provides the manner the accused allegedly
violated Section 3 (a) of R.A. 3019. That the accused violated Section 3 (a),
R.A. 3019 in his capacity and as Provincial Administrator of the Province of
Negros Oriental,"13 On that basis, the accused contends that, "A reading of
the Information reveals that the accused was accused both in his capacity as
OIC-Provincial Administrator when it says: in such capacities. This is a clear
departure from the Resolution which gave rise and life to it."14 Moreover, "In
the Resolution, the position of the accused which allegedly facilitated the
commission of the crime was specified and deemed essential to the
commission of the crime. However, in the presentation of the evidence, the
accused's rank or position in the government service was not specified and
instead described him simply as a public officer. [underscoring supplied]
Again, this is another deviation from the spirit of the Resolutlon.':" The

10

Opposition, Vol. 2, p. 340

11Ibid., footnote

1

12Vol. 2, Motion for Reconsideration,
13 ld., p. 277
14 ld., p.278
151bid

pp. 274-275
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portion of the Information adverted to by the accused reads, " ...accused
RICHARD RAFAL ENOJO, a high-ranking public official being then the
Officer-in-Charge, Provincial Legal Officer/Provincial Administrator of the
Province of Negros Oriental.. .."16 (Emphasis supplied.)
Without need to belabor the point, the Pre-Trial Order dated July 6,
2018 issued by the Court in this case, duly signed by the accused himself
and the prosecution, clearly shows:
PRE-TRIAL ORDER
The prosecution proposes the following facts for stipulation:
1. Accused Richard Rafal Enojo is the same person named in
the Information
and was the Officer-in-Charge,
Provincial Legal
Officer/Provincial Administrator of the Province of Negros Oriental at
the time material to the allegation - ADMITTED with qualification that
accused was the Provincial Attorney from 2011 to 214 (sic) and was
appointed as Provincial Administrator on February 5, 2014, and hold the same
position to the present." (Underscoring supplied.)
xxx

Based on the foregoing, the "rank" or "position" of the accused in
government is a foregone conclusion. Likewise, as noted by the prosecution
in its Opposition, referring to the Court's Decision:
10. This matter has already been resolved by the Honorable Court
(Decision, p. 30). The Honorable Court held that:
"The very restrictive view of the accused is
untenable. The Information speaks for itself. Based on the
Information, the accused is sued as "a high-ranking public
official being then the Officer-In-Charge, Provincial Legal
Officer/Provincial Administrator of the Province of Negros
Oriental," not exclusively as "Provincial Administrator." His
job then being a provincial "Legal Officer" is, therefore,
covered. Furthermore, the Court considers that the specific
title or nomenclature given the accused is not as much
controlling as the fact that he was a "public" officer or
official. The requisite under Sec. 3(a) for someone to be
charged for its violation is that the offender must be, among
other things, a "public officer", without regard to any
specific title or position."18

161bid
17

18

Vol. 2, p. 186; emphasis in the original.
Id., p. 341
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In this connection, as correctly pointed out by the accused in his
motion." and as shown in his Service Record (Exhibit "K"), he was appointed
as Provincial Legal Officer on January 26, 2011, instead of December 31,
20112°, as cited in the Decision. He remained as "Provincial/Legal Officer"
until February 4, 2014. He became Provincial Administrator starting on
February 5, 2014 and remained in that position as of April 26, 2018 per his
service record. Relatedly, the violation of Sec. 3(a) of R.A. 3019, as alleged in
the Information, was committed "on February 7, 2013, or sometime prior or
sometime prior or subsequent thereto.'?'
The prosecution has maintained, "[T]here is no contradiction between
the Resolution and Information considering that the former clearly states
that the Office of the Ombudsman found probable cause to indict the
accused for Violation of Section 3(a) of R.A. 3019. The Information did in fact
charged him for the said offense."22
11.
As to the second ground, in that "The Contradicting Testimonies
Of The Prosecution Witnesses Produce Reasonable Doubt On Accused's
Guilt," the accused posits that "IQJne of the elements of the crime for
violation of Section 3 (a), R.A. 3019 is that a public officer asked another
public officer to do something which constitutes a violation of rules and
regulations duly promulgated by competent authority or an offense in
connection with the official duty of the latter."23 (emphasis supplied) He cites
the testimony Police Chief Enreque Asonio, purportedly as quoted from the
Decision, in that "[t]he PNP or its members have 'no power to mediate
disputes.' Private individuals cannot be called to the police station who is not
under any criminal investigation. Neither can the public request Dauin Police
Station call persons for a conference regarding civil disputes (c/o p. 12 of the
Decision of the Honorable Court],'?" and contrasted the same with the
testimony of SP04 Briones when asked on cross-examination by the accused,
"Did you act on the request for assistance of Atty. Enojo?" To that, SP04
Briones replied, "I immediately referred the matter to our Chief of Police and
he suggested that we will be sending a radio message of invitation to the
owner of the lot who was having his temporary residence at Dumaguete
City."25 Such supposed conflicting testimony or 'finger pointing' by SP04
Briones is not as material to the issue of alleged "violation of rules and
regulations duly promulgated by competent authority." If anything, the said

19

Id., p. 289

20

Id., Decision, p. 248

21

Records, page 1 of both Vols. 1 and 2
Id., VD!. 2, Opposition, p. 342
Id., p. 315

22
23
24
25

Motion for Reconsideration,
Id., p. 317

VD!. 2, p. 316
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witnesses would appear both in violation of PNP rules and regulations. The
crux of the matter, as stated the Court's Decision, is:
Worse, the telegram sent out by the Dauin Police was not just a
routine police action or innocent invitation for a mere conference, In that
telegram, it was explicitly stated, viz.: "SUGGESTED
SCHEDULE WILL
BE ON FRIDA Y MARCH 1,2013 at 10:000 CLOCK IN THE MORNING
AT DAUIN POLICE STN ATTN INVEST SECTION PD .... " By its
terms, the Investigation Section of Dauin Police was mentioned - meaning
not just a simple or harmless conference, but an investigation in the said
office. Otherwise, it would be a waste of resources and mis-use of facilities
at the police station, if the same was for just a tete-a-tete, arranged by no
less the Dauin Police for the convenience of the accused.
The act of the Dauin Police, as goaded by the accused, or action of
SP04 Briones in particular, to involve its Investigation Section runs smack
against police protocol under the PNP's KNOW YOUR RIGHTS: A
Citizen's Primer on Law Enforcement, to wit:
4.2 Police protocols during citizen contact that you should know
The PNP imposes stringent rules on its men in order to ensure the
protection of rights of individuals from whom police officers obtain
information.
Police officers may initiate citizen contacts only for legitimate policerelated purposes to cngender citizen support in solving crimes. They
may not use such contacts on a perpetual basis so as to intimidate,
ha rass or coerce citizens. Citizen contacts a re based on the
presumption that the citizen is not under any reasonable suspicion
of crim inal activity."

For its part, the prosecution has countered, "Regardless whether
Acting Chief Enreque K. Asonio knows or does not know whether SP04
Proculito Briones referred the request of the accused to him (Asonio), does
not destroy the fact that the request for conference was indeed sent via
radio message to the Dumaguete Police Station to summon the respondents
therein."? Moreover, as stressed by the prosecution, "The sending of the
radio message was indeed made by SP04 Briones and this was done at the
behest of the accused. The element of the crime wherein another public
officer was induced, influenced, or persuaded to perform an act which was
outside his mandated authority is satisfied."28In this connection, the accused
has attached in his motion, as Annex "l", purportedly the "original draft"
and "certified true copy" dated November 1, 2019 of the radio message
"approved by the Chief of Police for sending," supposedly gathered by the
accused himself based on his interview with a retired Chief of Police and a
follow up request therefor. Indeed, as pointed out by the prosecution in its
Opposition, "the copy of the alleged original draft ofthe radio message which

27

Decision, p. 260; citations omitted
Opposition, p. 343, par. 20

28

Ibid, par. 21

26
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he attached to his motion as Annex '1' and was certified on November 1,
2019, or after trial of this case, cannot anymore be introduced [as evidence]
before the Honorable Court." More pointedly, "He should have presented
and offered the same during his presentation of evidence. An adverse
decision against him is not an excuse to gather additional evidence to
support his position. It does not appear that this document was not available
during the trial that the accused could not obtain.'?"
Ill.
As to the third ground, whereas, "Proof of Guilt Must Be Drawn
From A Clear And Convincing Evidence And Should Not Rest On Presumption
Or Conclusion," the accused maintains that: "(1.) In the case of SP04
Proculito Briones[,] he categorically and repeatedly proclaimed on crossexamination that he was not induced, persuaded or influenced when he
acted on the request of the accused for conference: xxx'?" (underscoring
supplied); "(2.) On the part of Chief of Police Asonio, he declared, as found
by the Honorable Court that: xxx a) [h]e did not know if Atty. Enojo 'used his
position as government employee in making the request'[;] b) Atty. Enojo
had never been to his office[; and] c)They had met in his office when he was
Acting Chief of Police of Zamboanguita Police Station (c/o p. 13, Decision)"!':
and "3. As to Chief of Police Rubio[,] he declared that he was acting Chief of
Police of the Dauin Police Station in February in February 2018, or FIVEYEARS
AFTERthe accused requested the Dauin Police Station to have a conference
with certain individuals. This fact means Police Officer Rubio does not have
direct and personal knowledge of the act complained of.//32 Thus, according
to the accused, "Putting all the testimonies of the three police officers
together and assessing their evidentiary value[,] it can be readily said that: 1.
Not one of the three witnesses declared, testified or claimed that Police
Officer Briones was induced, influenced or persuaded to act on accused's
request for police assistance; [and] 2. There is complete absence of proof or
evidence from their judicial declarations that the accused persuaded,
induced or influenced Police Officer Briones to act on his request for police
assistance.r " (Underscoring supplied.)
To be clear, Chief of Police Rubio was not called to the stand as an eye
witness to "declare, testify or claim" that he saw SP04 Briones "induced,
influenced or persuaded to act on accused's request for assistance." His
direct testimony, as part the Decision, is as follows:

Opposition, p. 344, pars. 25 & 26
Motion for Reconsideration, p. 284
31 Id., p. 285
32 Id.
33 Id.
29

30

1;
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Bernabe L. Rubio. The witness had executed and, when called to
the stand, acknowledged his signature on his Judicial Affidavit in this case.
The prosecution offered the same, subject to accused's cross-examination,
as his direct testimony. Based on his Judicial Affidavit, witness had been
connected with the Philippine National Police (PNP) since September 1990
and currently "Deputy Chief Administrative Branch of Negros Oriental
Police Provincial Office" of the PNP. He was Acting Chief of Police of
the Dauin Police Station in February 2018. As part of his duties and
functions as acting Chief, he delegated instructions to the members of the
Dauin-PNP personnel and signed important documents for the office,
including documents that were required by other agencies like the Office of
the Ombudsman (OMB). He came to know about the present case when he
was directed by the OMB "to produce certified true copies of the Radio
Message with Cite Number 309B 02-27-13-68 PD" (Exhibit "C") and the
"extract of the Police Blotter with Entry No. 0125 and Page No. 047"
(Exhibit "D). Once the documents were located and prepared by his
investigator, he signed and sent certified copies of the same to the OMB.
With respect to laws relating to the powers and authority of the PNP and its
members, he stated, "Enforce the law, maintain peace and order, protect
lives and properties and observe human rights, ensure public safety and
internal security." With regard to "civil relations of individuals," the police
can extend assistance "[a]s long as it is legal." He acknowledged that the
PNP does not have the power to "mediate disputes," but instead, "we advise
them to go to the barangay." In case of land conflicts, he asserted, "We
advise the requesting party to have it recorded with the barangay
record/blotter and the police will proceed to the area to maintain peace and
order." Asked on whether the PNP has the power "to call persons regarding
civil disputes," he answered, "No, Sir.,,34

On the other hand, the Chief of Police Asonio's declaration that he did
not know if Atty. Enojo "used his position as government employee" in
making the request for police assistance, or that Atty. Enojo "had never been
to his office," and they had met in his office only when he was already acting
Chief of Police of Zamboanguita Police Station," as adverted to by the
accused, are non sequiturs insofar as the innocence of the accused is
concerned in this case. The premise that Chief of Police Asonio did not
inculpate the accused cannot be construed that he had ipso facto exonerated
the accused. Chief of Police Asonio was not presented as an 'eye witness'
and his direct testimony as summarized in the Decision, among other things,
is as follows:
He has been connected with the PNP since 2001. He was
connected with the Dauin Police in 2012 until 2014. In 2013, he was the
Acting Chief of Police of the Dauin Police Station in Negros Oriental, where
he delegated duties to subordinate personnel in his office, sign documents
and enforce the law. He first came to know about the present case when he
received a subpoena about it from the Ombudsman. Asked about the
protocol or standard operating during his tenure as acting Chief of Dauin
Police Station when handling civil disputes involving the public, he

34

Vol. 2, Decision, Vol. 2, p. 229; citations omitted.
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answered, "Pag may pumunta sa police station at gustong mag report
tungkol sa civil disputes, we refer sa barangay level. Pero pag may involve
na harassment at mga property na mga sinira nag iinterview na kami to
pacify the situation." He added, "Kung saan nangyari yung civil dispute,
duon si/a pumunta sa barangay, " and the role of Dauin Police Station is
limited to "Ni rerefer lang po sa barangay." The PNP, or its members,
enforce the law, maintain peace and order, protect lives and property, ensure
public safety and internal security, but "no power to mediate disputes."
Private individuals cannot be called to the Police Station who is not under
any criminal investigation. Neither "can the public request the Dauin Police
Station call persons for a conference regarding civil disputes." That was the
standing policy when he was the Acting Chief of Police at Dauin Station.
Similarly, he confirmed/affirmed the veracity and truthfulness of the
statements in his Judicial Affidavit, as when he appeared in court to
testify."

On the claim that SP04 Briones had "categorically and repeatedly
proclaimed on cross-examination that he was not induced, persuaded or
influenced when he acted on the request of the accused for conference,"36
the same had been settled by the Court. As laid out by the prosecution in its
Opposition, citing the Court's Decision:
Furthermore, he [accused] already raised this matter when he filed
his Motion for Leave to File Demurrer to Evidence. On denying said motion,
the Honorable Court ruled that:

"xxx The accused anchors the merit of his arguments on the
assertion that, first, witness Police Officer Briones was 'not persuaded nor
unduly influenced by the accused when he acted on the request of the
latter (accused)' and, second, that there in his favor the 'presumption of
innocence' in law. As to the witness Briones, the adverb 'unduly' is not part
of the essential or legal requirement for violation of Sec. 3(a). The law
simply speaks of 'persuading, inducing and influencing another to perform
an act.' What is undeniable is that the accused requested officer Briones
for police assistance and the latter acted on said request by sending a radio
message to the Dumaguete Police Station to summon Hughes, among
others. The request of the accused was the persuasion triggering officer
Briones's action. He did not act in a vacuum or out of thin air. xxx"
(Emphasis and underscoring supplied in the quote.P?

Moreover, according to the prosecution:
The rehashed argument of accused has already been found
wanting by the Honorable Court when it ruled (Decision, p. 39):
"In his Judicial Affidavit, the accused maintains that
'Police Officer Procolito Briones whom I requested for

35
36
37

Vol. 2, Decision, p. 237; citations omitted
Id., Motion for Reconsideration, p. 284; emphasis supplied
Id., Opposition, p. 346
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police assistance boldly testified in Court on October 25,
2018 that he was not induced, persuaded nor unduly
influenced when I requested him for police assistance and
he acted on my request.'
liThe said denial of SP04 Briones cannot be taken
on its face value. The fact the he acceded to the request of
the accused speaks volumes that he was matter-of-fact
persuaded, influenced, and even induced, by the accused
to summon the subject individuals. The existence of the
telegram
is an indelible hallmark that he, beyond
reasonable doubt, was persuaded, influenced and induced
by the accused. The details contained in Exhibit 'C', such as:
(1) the names of the parties to be summoned and (2) their
given addresses, including (3) the lot number; (4)area and
(5) location ofthe disputed property, must indubitably been
supplied by the accused in his design, and part of his desire,
to persuade, induce or influence SP04 Briones to include
the same information when he made his entry in the police
blotter (Exhibit 'D'), and further use the same information
in the telegraphic
to Dumaguete Police. The accused
supplied all those details to persuade, induce and influence
the police to go out of its way and violated the statutory
defined powers and functions to compose and send the
controversial
telegraphic
message.r " (Emphasis and
underscoring in the Opposition)

IV.
The fourth ground invoked by the accused is that, "The
Categorical Declaration Of The Supposed Victim Of An Alleged Crime That No
Crime Was Committed Against Him Is Enough To Bring About Accused's
Acquittal." Here, by a twist of fate or logic, SP04 Briones, as depicted by the
accused, has become the "supposed victim" of the accused's violation of Sec.
3(a) of R.A. 3019. In the accused's view, "Mr. Briones is portrayed in the
present case as the victim of the accused's alleged act of inducing,
persuading and influencing. But surprisingly, Mr. Briones boldly and
categorically declared otherwise - that he was not induced, persuaded or
influenced by the accused."? (emphasis supplied) If the guilt or innocence of
an accused is to be dictated by the mere "bold and categorical" denial of any
imputed criminal act, such as under Sec. 3(a) of R.A. No. 3019, there would
never be conviction under the law, regardless of the weight of or evidence
to the contrary, short of a voluntary confession.
First of all, SP04 Briones cannot pass or qualify to be called the victim
of the malefaction the accused is charged with. Quite the contrary, under
Sec. 3{a), persons liable are: "(1) [t]he public officer who persuades, induces

38
39

See Opposition,
Id., p. 286

Vol. 2, p. 345
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or influences another public officer to perform an act constituting a violation
of rules and regulations or an offense in connection with the official duties
of the latter; and (2) [t]he public officer who allows himself to be so
persuaded, induced or influenced"? The fact that he was not included in this
law suit, and the reason therefor, is beyond the pale of this case, as much
the same way that he cannot be adjudged as "victim" of the accused's
criminal transgression. The policy enshrined in R.A. 3019 is explicit, viz.:
SECTION1. Statement of policy. - It is the policy of the Philippine
Government, in line with the principle that a public office is a public trust,

to repress certain acts of public officers and private persons alike which
constitute graft and corrupt practices or which may lead thereto.
(emphasis supplied)

Except for such a novel claim now advanced by the accused, and
certainly never by the prosecution, no one has "portrayed", much less
intimated, that Mr. Briones was the "victim" in this case. In a legal sense, the
violation of Sec. 3(a), among others under R.A. 3019, may be considered a
"victimless crime." The term or phrase as defined in Black's Law Dictionary
(3rd ed.) is "a crime which generally involves only the criminal, and which has
no direct victim." What was violated in this case was the State's policy "to
repress certain acts of public officers ...which constitute graft and corrupt
practices or which may lead thereto," so declared under Sec. 1 of the law.
Sec.3(a) is incomparable to laws like those against persons or property under
the Penal Code, which in general must identify and allow vindications and
reparations for victims of crimes. It is impertinent to impute (or "portray")
Mr. Briones as the victim in this case. His supposed "categorical declaration"
that no such violation occurred, if anything, is at best self-serving to detract
or obviate possible complicity in the accused's violation of Sec. 3(a) of RA
3019.
V.
As to the fifth and final ground, in that "The Elements Of
Inducement, Persuasion And Influencing Which Are Essential Elements For
Violation Of Section 3 (a) R.A. 3019 Are Clearly Wanting In The Present Case,"
the same rests on the accused's argument that:
xxx there is strong evidence to prove that Mr. Briones was not
induced, persuaded or influenced to act on accused's request for police
assistance to wit:
1. Mr. Briones has categorically, repeatedly and expressly
declared on cross-examination that he was never induced,

Atty. Noel G. Villaroman,
emphasis supplied

40

The Laws and Jurisprudence

on Graft and Corruption

(3rd ed.), pp. 121-122;
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persuaded or influenced when he acted on accused's request
for police assisntance.
2. Upon receipt of accused's request for police assistance he
referred the matter to their Chief of Police. This was what Mr.
Briones testified on cross-examination."
xxx

In essence, this ground has been already covered by abovestated discussions. The accused anchors his argument on Annex "l" of
his motion. To recapitulate, what has earlier been discussed herein:
Indeed, as pointed out by the prosecution in its Opposition, lithe copy
of the alleged original draft of the radio message which he attached to
his motion as Annex '1' and was certified on November 1, 2019, or
after trial of this case, cannot anymore be introduced [as evidence]
before the Honorable Court." More pointedly, "He should have
presented and offered the same during his presentation of evidence.
An adverse decision against him is not an excuse to gather additional
evidence to support his position. It does not appear that this
document was not available during the trial that the accused could not
obtain." Likewise, the claimed "denial" of SP04 (Mr.) Briones has been
much discussed herein. Nevertheless, and for good measure, the
prosecution in paragraph 35 of its Opposition is convinced that:
35. In fact, if the Chief of Police was also involved in the
sending of the radio message, then all the more that accused
should be held liable since not one but two police officers were
now influenced or induced by the accused. (emphasis supplied)

The Court finds no compelling reason to deviate from or return further
to its earlier discussions hereof, without being circuitous and give the
accused, figuratively, a second bite at the apple. The accused's IICOMMENT
ON THE OBSERVATIONSOF THE COURTIN ITS DECISION"is noted.

WHEREFORE, in view of all the foregoing, the accused Richard
Rafal Enojo's Motion for Reconsideration is DENIED for lack of merit.
SO ORDERED.
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